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1. Generallntroduction.

It is generally assumed that, until recently, language teaching has concentrated on

glammatical rather than communicative competence. Although there have been major
changes in the methodoiogy of language teaching over the years the underlying
plinciple which has remaineC is that units of iearning should be defined in
grammatical terms. An essential problem for anyone wanting to write a language

course based on communicative or functional principles is that whereas there are

many detailed grammatical descriptions of English, there is curently no adequate

firnctional or discourse description.

Flo.,.,rever, the alternative to a grar.rmatically structured syllabus is one rvhich is

stluctured communicatively, u,here the students learn to produce communicative acts

in a relevant sequence and acquire at any one time only those aspects of grammar

necessaly for the realization of a particular act, In other words, instead of being

preserited with a cohelent grammal of the la-rguage and having to construct for
himself the linguistic manifestations for particular t-unctions, the student may be given

little rnore than a series of guidebook phrases for greeting, apologising or complainirrg
arrd have to construct his own gramrnar of the ianguage.

On the whole, one may observe that the search for suitable authentic texts can

be arduous, but the disadvantages of c;reated text are equally great. 'Ihe significanl
indictment that subiect specialists shouid absolutely avoid is the elaboral.ion cf
materials that are, in Widdowson's terrns, texl, that is exempiificarions of the rule

systcm, rather than discourse.

2. Discourse and Communication.

Discourse is used lor comnrunicatlon; usualll, peopie use utterances to convoy

iriformation and to lead each other torvard an interpretation of meanings ald
intentions. This role greatly increases the scope of cliscourse analysis, simply because

one has to address how the language of utterances is related to aspects of the

communication process (such as knowledge or intentions) that bear an indirect (and

often controversial) relationship to language,



-A- N{odes of Communication.

-a- Code Model.

The main participant role assumed by the code model of
communication is a sender. A close examination of this process indicates that

a sender has three sequentiaily ordered roles. First, a sender has an internally

represented proposition (perhaps we can think of this as a 'thought') that s/he

intends to make accessible to another person. Second, a sender transforms a

thought into a set of externally and mutually accessible signals, here drawing

upon knowledge of a code that is shared with an intended recipient of the

message. F-inally, a sender transmits thought (through code-derived signals) to

its intended recipient; the recipient then relies upon essentiaily the same

procedures to decode the signals, retdeve the message, and thus access

another's thought.

As a matter of fact, W.Labov suggests a method of comprehensive

discourse analysis which rests upon ar1 assumption that discourse coherence

depends upon a complex hierarchical organtzation derived fiom the linguistic

analysis of phonology and grammar. Although social context is clearly

impoltant to the proponent of the code model, context is viewed as a
constraint- on the way people use the code- not as something that pervades the

definition of categories in the code.

-b- Inferential N{odel.

Even though the view of communicator, the message, and the code are

quite dil.ferent in the infbrential model than in the code model, the inferential

model of communication also depends upon a principle of inter-subjectivity

which has a pervasive role. First, the goal of communication is the

achievement of inter-subjectivity, i.e. one persorr's recognition of another's

intentions. Second, inter-subjectivity is achieved through a procedure in which

recipient recognition of intentions mirrors the communicator's display of
intentions. Third. procedures lbr realizing inter-subjectivity are based in prior

knowledge; people share the same iinguistic code, as well as the same

principles of communication. Thus, inter-subjectivity remains a fundamental

principle of verbal communication.

In sum, both Gricean pragmatics and speech act theory assume a model

of ccmmunication thai is centred on the inf.erencing of speaker meaning, while

also allowing the code a role in sr"rch inf'erencing. Inferences about speaker

meaning are allowed not oniy by conventional meanings that are linguisticall-v

encoded (eitirer at a sentential or text.ral level), but also by the operation of the

co-operative principle- a particuiar kind of cognitive context- in conjunction

with background and situational knowiedge.



-c- Interactional Model.

Tire interactional model of communication shifts our view of
participant roles (the communicator and the recipient), the message, and the

medium. This medium assumes that what underlies communication is

behaviour- regardless of whether that behaviour is intentional or not.

However, this belief shifts much of the responsibility for communication from
initiator (one who displays information) to recipient (one who witnesses and

interprets information). Therefore, this model is less code-dependent and more

context-dependent; it underlies tluee approaches to discourse: interactional

sociolinguistics, ethnography of communication, and conversation analysis.

These parameters represent an inherent part of communicative competence

which assumes a relationship between code and culture in which culture

encompasses linguistic knowledge; communicative competence is cultural
knowiedge that includes social and psychological principles governing the use

of language.

3. A.pplication of Discourse Analysis in Language Teaching and Learning.
1. Introduction.

Discourse analysis has drawn great attention among linguists, as language

exists in texts rather than in sentences. texts have become the main focus in
connection with investigations of the nature of ianguage. To attain a good command

of a foreign language, learners should either be exposed to it in genuine circumstances

and with natural frequency, or painstakingly study lexis and syntax assuming that

students have some contact with natural input. Classroom discourse seems to be the

best way of systematizing the linguistic code that iearners are to acquire. The greatest

opportunity to store, develop and use the knowledge about the target language is

alisen by exposure to authentic discourse in the target language provided by the

teacher (Dakowska, 200 I ).

it has also been settled that what is essential to be successful in language

iearning is interaction, in both written and spoken form. In addition, students' failures

in communication which result in negotiation of meaning, requests for explanation or

reorganization of message contribute to language acqr-risition. One of the major

concerns of discourse analysts has been the manner in which students ought to be

involved in the learning process, how to control turn-taking, provide feedback as well
as how to teach different skills most effectively on the grounds of discourse analysis'

offerings (Trappes-Lomax, 200 4).

It is necessary at this point to considel the concept that language is
'functionally structured'- the implication is that fr-urctions should be taught in a certain

order either because some are more iinportant than others for sociai or professional

reasons, or because certain functions can be, r.isefully grouped together. For example

the first few functions are usually introduced in the foliowing order: identification,



invitations, likes and dislikes; description of peopie and places. impatience, not
knowing. surprise and disbelief, Generally, the course compdses units which consist

of:

c An explicit presentation of a simplified r;erslon o1'the descriptive model;
r Intensive listening to extracts fi'om recorclings of ar,rthentic materials, with as

wide a range as possible of styles, subjects, participants. for analysis;
. Language iaboratory simulation of the analysed features of genuine sequences

through classroom interaction, imitation and drill-like exercises.

2^ Mg Carfhy's ABplications of Discourse Analysis to Teaching Gramrnar
and Vocabulary.

-a- Teaching Grammar.

There are a number of questions posed by discourse analysts with reference to
gra"lnmal and grammar teaching. in particuiar, they are interested in its significance
fbr producing comprehensible communicative products, realization of grammar items
in different languages, theil frequency of occurrence in speech and writing which is to
enable teaching m.ore natural usage of the target language, as well as learners' native
tongue.

\\'hile it is possibie to use a foreign language being una\ry'are ol vaguely aware

of its grarnrnatical system, educated speakers carurot allor,v theniseives to make even

honest rnistakes, and the more sophisticatecl the lir-rguistic output is to be t-he rnorc

tlioroush knowledge of grarnmar gains importance. Moreover, it is essentrai noi cnl1,

ibr producing discourse. but also lbl their perception and comprehension. as many
texts take advantage of cohesive devices which contribute to the unity oI texts, bur

might distul'b their understanding by a speaker who is not aware of their occurrence.

For instance, anaphoric reference whicir is fi'equent in many oral and wTitten

tc>lt,.r cleserves atlention due tc probleins rhat i1 rril\, caLlse to learners at various ievels.

It is especiaill, ippofiant at an earl1, stage of' learning a fbreigp langr-tage wheit
learners fbil to follolv overall meaning turnrng much attention ro decoding
inlbrmation in a given clause or sentence. Discourse analysts have studied
schernaticallv item" of texts and how leanrers fioni cliflelent backgrounds acquire and

later cln prodlir:e them. Irurthernoie, it is aclvisabie to provide learners with contexts

which would exemplify irou, native users of language take advantage ol anaphoric:

re{et-ences. el1ipses. ar"ticles and othcr grammar related elements of language rvhich, if
not crucial, are at ieast particularly r,rsciir[ for plofrcient communication.

In addition, teachers shoulci Lrc arvare of possible dilficultiu's in relation to

scntence cormeclors. Parl.icular attention shoulci be paid to these aspects oI gririnmar
especiarily during the introducticn of nerv materiai to prevent rnaliing rnistakes and

etlols. f ire most orominent role in proclr,rcing sophisticatecl discourse, and tl-rercfbre

oite that requires much attention on the part of teachers and iearners is that of words
and phrases r,vhich signal internal leiation of sections of discoulse, namel,v



coniunctions. Mc Carthy points out that there are more than forty conjunctive words

and phrases which might be difficult to teach. Moreover, it is evident that items like

and, but, so, then, which are most liequent in the spoken form of language may take

more than one meaning, In I'act, sentence connectors not only contribute to the

cohesion of the text, but are also used when a participant takes the floor in order to

link his turn to what has been said before.

At this point we think it r,vould be very interesting to present some useful tips

in teaching grammar within discursive perspectives:

- Teaching Grammar via a SituLational Presentation.

1. The use of pictures: clear, simple and appropriate.

2. Check the essential vocabulary (at the start).

3. Build the context slowly, carefully and clearly- guide the students and lceep

them involved throughout. Don't tell them what they can teil you. By

continually asking them questions you are aiso checking they understarfd.

4. Have an obvious target- a mod,;l (sentence) which will be a logical conclusion

to your context build.

5. If possible, show your contex[ to a colleague or liiend beforehand to see if
they think it is clear and appropriate.

- Teaching Grammar via a Text or Recording.

1. Texts and recordings can be a very effective way of illustrating meaning of a

particular language.

2. The approach involves a greate,r challenge for high-level students.

3. Skills work and language focur; are integrated.

4. Target language is surounded by other language, which is more'real''

5. Students are exposed to the target language before having to tbcus on it.

6. There is greater variety and interest.

7. Texts/recordings can come from course books, authentic sources'

-b- Teaching Vocabularv.

Lexis may frequently cause major problems to students, because unlike

grarnmar it is an open-ended system to whictr new items are continuously added. That

is why it requires close attention alrd, very otten, explanation on the part of the

teacher, as well as patience on the part of the student. The conclusion was drawn that

it is most prof,rtable to teach new temrinology paying close attention to context and

co-text that new vocabulary appears in which is especiaily helpful in teaching and

learning aspects such as formality and register. Discourse anaiysts describe co-text as

the phrases that surround a given word, whereas, context is understood as the place in

vr,'hich the communicative product was lbrmed.

1. Lexical Chains.
From studies conducted by discourse analysts emerged an important idea

of lexical chains present in all consistent texts. Such a chain is tliought to
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be a series of related words which, ref'erring to the same thing, contribute

to the unity of a communicative product and make its perception relativeiy
easy. Additionally, they provide a semantic context lvhich is useful fbr
understanding, or inferring the meaning of words, notions and sentences.

1-herefore, it is r"rndeniably helpful to knou, coliocations as they might
assist in understanding o1'conimunicative products and producing native-
Iike discourse.

l,exical chains display a number of discursive semantic phenomena

like reiteration, synonymy and hyponymy. Reiteration is simply a

repetition of a word later in the text, or the use of synonymy, but what

might require paying particuiar attention in classroom situatiorr is
hy'ponym1,. While synonym)/ is relatively easy to mastei.just Lr-v-. learning

neu'vooabular,v divicling nerv rvords into groups u,ith similar meaning, or

using thesauruses (dictionary oi words and phrases gror-iped together

according to similarities in therr meanings). hyponymy and. super-

ordination are more abstract and it appears that they require tutelage.

Hyponym is a particular case of a more generai word. Thus, it should not

be ditficult 1o observe the diff-erence between synonymy ad hyponymy:

while Poland, Germany and France ale ail hyponyms of the word
'country', they are not synonyms,

2. Modals.

One other significant contribution made by discourse analysts i'or tlre

use of vocabulary is noticing the omnipresence and miscelianeous

manners of expressing modality. Contrarv to popuiar beiief that it is
conveyed mainiy try r-rse of modal verbs it has been proved thai in
natural discoulse it is even more frequently comrnunicated by words

and phu'ases which may not be inchided in the category of modal verbs,

yet, carry modai rneaning. l.exical items of modality inform the

participant of discourse not only'about the attitude of the author to rhe

subject matter in question (phrases s,rch as l belier,'e, think, assume),

but tirey also give infiirmation about comnritment, asscrtion.

tentativeness.

lVlajor Tips in Teaching Vocabulary through Classroom Interaction.

1. Use pictures or drawings instead of expiaining the meaning of a word then

proceed with a classroom discussion.

2. I..lse relia (the actual object) and rnake students describe and expiain its
meaning.

3. ijse mime and allow students to guess \ /hat you mean.

1. Use contrasts (through mime or picture) to indicate the opposites.

5. I-lse sl,nonyms and antonyms oia lora,er level.

6. Use spoken gap-fill sentences instead oi asking the meaning o1 a word 1e .g. I

ate tbur pieces of cake... i was very... 'greedy').



l. With higher levels" try to Llse mo.re student-centred approaches to increase

iearner independence. Fligher leveis need to be challenged direotly lrom the

teacher. One way is to provide contextualized sentences- a sentence containing

the wold and making the meaning clear.

8. Matching exercises can combine solne of the above approaches. For example,

match u,ords with pictures, words with synoiryms, words with simplified
definitions, words in sentences with simplified definitions.

9. Following a reading task, students can iook at given words in the tert and

match them rvith, or deduce. their meaning.

i0, Course books usually have an excelient and varied selection of vocabulary

tasks including all of the above. In general, teachers should avoid too much of
a teacher-centred approach and instead encourage students to work more

independently.

I)iscourse analysts maintain that knowiedge of vocabulary-connected dr"scourse

devices supports language learning ii"r diverse manners, Firstly, it ought to bring
students to organize new items of vocabulary into gloups with common context of use

to make them realize how the meaning of a certain word might change with
circumstances of its use or co-text. Moreover, it shoLrld also improve learners'

abilities to choose the appropriate synonym, collocation or hyponym.

-c- Teaching Conversation Develorrment.

Nolasco and Arthur (i987) suggest diviciing activities developing conversation into

four types or categories as foilorvs:

1. Controlled Activities: including man,v quite traditional 'closed' activities, in

which speech is rigorously limited by instructions, such as:

, 'fhe giving and eliciting o1'pelsonal infoimation by substitution;

o Memorizing dialogue and repeating it either along with the originai recording

or with another stlident acting as prompter;

. Caricatured, exaggerated (and therefore humorous) irnitation of native speaker

sounds and intonation;
. Information gap activities, sometimes involving rnovement around the

classroom. for exampie, students are given half of an exchange and have to
find the student with the other half ;

o Questions likely to elicit target glarnmatical structrues,

c The use of flow diagrams, giving the topic or function of each utterance, but

not its realization (greet, agreement etc..").

Z. Awareness Activities: making exteirsive use of tape, compact disk, video

recordings ofnative speakers in conversation, such as:

. Identifying u'ords and phrases used as turn-taking mechanisms;

o Watching vision u'ithout sound or liearing souncls without vision and guessing

al the contents of the missing channel;



3. Fluency Activities: making use of communicative activities such as role piay.

games, and discussion.

4. Feedback Activities: in which students, using tape. video, or observation of
each other', analyse their own interaction and, for example:

e Note the presence or absence of i'eatr-rres identifled by awareness activities;
o Note the strategies they have used to achieve certain purposes,

. Overtly discuss communicat:ion problems in the culture of the language tJrey

are lealning

Conclusion.

T'he purpose of discourse analysis is not to provide definite answers, but to
expand our personal horizons and make us realize our o\^,rr shortcomings and

unacknowledged agendas or motivations- as well as that of others. Discourse analysis

aims at revealing tire motivation and politics involved in the arguing fbr or"against

specific statement, notion, or value. The concrete result will be tire awareness to the

qr"ralities and shortcomings of each ilnd the inception of an infbrmed debate, Though

this debate will ner,'er be settled, it ailorvs lbr the correction of bias and the inclusion

of minorities within the debate and arialyzed discourse.

Discourse or critical analysis always remains a matter of interpretation. As

there is no hard data provided through cliscourse analysis, the reliability and the

validity of one's resealch/findings depends on the force and logic of one's argllments.

Discourse anaiysis and critical thinking is applicabie to every/ situation and every

subject. The new perspective provided by discourse analysis allows personal gror.vth

and a high level of creative lulfiiment. However, discourse analysis does not provide

definite answers; it is not a "hard" science, but an insight/knowledge based on

continuous debate and algumentation.
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